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Daniela Silvestrin is an independent 
curator, cultural researcher, and organ-
iser-facilitator with a background in law, 
history of art, and curatorial studies. 

In her work she explores hybrid artistic 
practices and knowledge produc-
tion at the intersection of art, society 
and the techno-sciences by means of 
exhibitions, discursive events and text 
production. Daniela’s interest lies in 
practices and approaches that criti-
cally address, explore and question the 
physical, ethical, social and geographi-
cal boundaries and paradigms from an 
artistic perspective. Within this field, 
her research focuses on the potential 
of speculative and disruptive creative 
practices to produce new forms of 
experimental orientation knowledge. 
Her projects aim to envision sustain-
able futures and produce new forms of 
experimental knowledge.

Daniela Silvestrin, LL.B, M.A.

+49-(0)176-24038825
hello@danielasilvestrin.info

www.danielasilvestrin.ino
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Conceptualists indicated that the most exciting “art” might 
still be buried in social energies not yet recognized as art. 
The process of extending the boundaries didn’t stop with 
conceptual art: these energies are still out there, waiting 
for artists to plug into them, potential fuel for the expansion 
of what “art” can mean.

—Lucy Lippard, 6 Years: The Dematerialization of the Art Object
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“Embodying Electromagnetic Expressions”
Intervention by Sarah Grant & Danja Vasiliev
Photo: Anke Phoebe Peters

“Un/Apparent Sensory Perception”
Exhibition, Liebig12, Berlin
Photo: Anke Phoebe Peters

Artistic direction & curation 

Forests of antennas, oceans 
of waves
Event series

May - October 2022 
Berlin, Germany 

www.antennenozeane.de

Forests of antennas, oceans of waves was 
a series of events running from May to 
October 2022 presenting artistic interven-
tions in urban spaces, sound performances, 
a conference and an exhibition. The goal of 
the series was to artistically and theoretically 
address phenomena of electromagnetic 
waves in urban environments. Participa-
tory formats with workshops and interactive 
walks, performative lectures, sound perfor-
mances and installative presentations as well 
as a discourse program explored the various 
physical, social, legal, political, biological and 
ecological aspects of “Hertzian” space. 

Starting point of the series and engage-
ment were discussions around the new 
mobile phone generation “5G”, currently in 
the testing or expansion phase in Berlin and 
other German and international cities and 
discussed in the context of “Smart City” 
technologies and initiatives. The series of 
events therefore focused on the question: 
How do imperceptible radiation, frequencies 
and waves of new communication technolo-
gies change urban space, our bodies and 
our society? 

The format of “ artistic interventions” were 
developed with the aim to develop physi-
cal encounters and experiential knowledge 
through active embedding in the public 
urban space and through participatory 
designs.

The intervention series was followed by the 
conference “Forests of antennas, oceans of 
waves. An exploration of art and theory in 
electromagnetic urban environments”, which 
took place at the Museum für Kommunika-
tion in Berlin. It took up the themes of the 
overall event on a theoretical level by bring-
ing together international scholars on this 
topic in Berlin for the first time. 
During the conference, a new site-specific 
sound art work by the artist Mario de Vega 
was presented, which the artist had con-
ceived specifically for the theme of the event 
series and for the atrium of the Museum für 
Kommunikation.

A final exhibition focused on works by artists 
Susanna Hertrich and Jonathon Keats. In 
their work and research both artists deal in 
with phenomena of electromagnetic radiation 
through speculative research, playing with 
the aesthetics and discourses of science, 
as well as mythologically based artistic ap-
proaches and formal languages. The works 
on display thus once again opened up new 
perspectives on the subject matter and our 
electromagnetic “environment”. 
As part of the final artistic program of the 
event series, a concert evening with the 
artists Marta Zapparoli and Martin Howse 
was presented. Both artists had developed 
new works for this evening and the theme of 
the project series.

Participating artists: 
Bureau d’Études - Radio Otherwise (Kate 
Donovan, Monai de Paula Antunes, Niko 
de Paula Lefort) - Kobakant - Sarah Grant & 
Danja Vasiliev - Nicolas Nova - Selena Savic 
& Gordan Savičić - Teresa Dillon - Mario de 
Vega - Marta Zapparoli - Martin Howse - 
Susanna Hertrich - Jonathon Keats.



Curation

Werkleitz Festival
Conference programme  
new world dis/order

June/July 2021 
Halle (Saale), Germany 

www.moveto.werkleitz.de

In the course of the previous year, there 
has been a lot of talk about new world 
orders – and even about the disorder that 
the world has devolved into. Elections, the 
pandemic, the climate crisis have swelled 
the upheaval of our globalised and digital-
ised living environment to dimensions never 
seen before. Under the title new world dis/
order, this year’s conference and discourse 
programme is devoted to such phenomena 
of our so “out of joint time” (Shakespeare). 
It investigates the ever more brutal online 
culture and information wars and the tracking 
technologies intended to promote our health, 
with their origins in surveillance capitalism.
It questions the religious-like faith in the infal-
libility of data and the often blind trust placed 
in technological solutions to all conceivable 
human problems. It explores the astound-
ing fragility of global infrastructures, the 
desperation with which society clings to an 
economic system based on endless growth 
and the exploitation of all resources, and the 
potentially irreversible destruction of the earth 
by and for human-made technologies.In this 
sense, it also demonstrates the urgency 
with which new forms of collective reason 
and common action, as well as visions and 
concepts for digital technologies that benefit 
everyone are needed. It is about nothing less 
than saving the planet and the question as 
to what future world dis/order we want to live 
(or merely survive) in.

On three weekends renowned theorists, re-
searchers and artists will discuss and reflect 
on three associated spheres:

The sociosphere programme in the new 
world dis/order conference will place em-
phasis on the social, political and economic 
challenges of our digital, globalised world.
The events of the ecosphere shed light on 
the consequences of the digitalisation of our 
ecosystem, knowledge generated by a shift 
in perspective away from humans and to-
wards other life forms, and the opportunities 
for “peaceful co-existence” and cooperation 
between species.
The discourse programme around the 
bodydatasphere is devoted to digital bodies 
and sensory perception with a special focus 
on the fact that these are being increasingly 
surrounded, overseen, pre-calculated and 
controlled by technological environments – 
andimportantlyalsosubjected to the capitalis-
tic logic of maximum returns.

The programme consists of events streamed 
from the former headquartersof the East 
German Ministry of State Securityin Halle 
(Saale), a series of online performances and 
films from artists from theEuropean Media Art 
Platform (EMAP) and podcasts produced for 
the festival. 

Werkleitz Biennial was founded in 1993 so 
as to link spheres of art equally: film, music, 
performance, fine art and internet art. Based 
on the idea to reflect social phenomena 
through art as well as to enforce discussion 
their initiators have experimented on various 
formats and forms of organisation. Werkleitz 
was the first German biennial and the first 
one in a village worldwide. In 2008 Werkleitz 
turned its format from Biennial into the annual 
Werkleitz Festival and thereby strengthened 
its regional position. The flexible format com-
prises thematic cooperations, curated film 
programmes and exhibitions as well as pres-
entations of stipends’ works realised within 
our international exchange programmes.



CP Final event “To Be Continued”
ACUD MACHT NEU, Berlin
Photo: Diane Estault

left: online performance 
right: exhibition opening 
ACUD MACHT NEU, BErlin

Curation

COLLECTIVE PRACTICES
Programme series

May 2020 - Jan 2021
ACUD MACHT NEU, Berlin

www.collectivepractices.net
CP Final Publication:
https://cutt.ly/Ynayd44

COLLECTIVE PRACTICES was a series that 
examined “collective practice” as it relates to 
artistic creation, cultural organizing and social 
coexistence. Together with all participating 
players, we, a team of cultural producers, 
wanted to research, discuss, understand 
and practice collectivity across four thematic 
explorations (#NARRATIVES / #KNOWL-
EDGES / #CARE / #RESISTANCE). What 
can “collective practice” mean, and how 
can we better practice collectivity – both in 
artistic production as well as in social life? 
How can we gain a more collaborative ap-
proach to living and working? How can we 
create and sustainably organize spaces and 
structures for temporary and long-term com-
munities? How can we experiment within the 
cultural-artistic realm to inspire community-
oriented and equitable thought and action on 
a broader level? 

The program was curated by Andrea Goetzke, 
Inga Seidler, Daniela Silvestrin and Juba and was 
made possible by support from Hauptstadtkultur-
fonds.

COLLECTIVE PRACTICES was planned with 
the aim of focusing on issues of collective 
authorship and social narratives, practices 
of care and solidarity, and the organiza-
tion of cultural production, to which the 
pandemic situation had given a whole new 
dimension and relevance. The program was 
open-ended, with the topic divided into four 
clusters called “Explorations”, methodically 
experimenting with practices from within the 
spheres of physical/emotional, theoretical/
discursive, practical/activist and utopian/
imaginative:

#NARRATIVES
Stories and histories have a potential to build 
community; they are utilized to describe, un-
derstand and explain life. How can narratives 
perceived as “normal” and “given” be traced 
back and changed? How can new/alterna-
tive narratives be developed?

#KNOWLEDGES
This investigation of forms of knowledge 
and practices will challenge and break down 
scientific paradigms, bringing together differ-
ent, alternative approaches to the genera-
tion of knowledge. How can reflection and, 
above all, an openness to other forms and 
definitions of perceiving truth be fruitful for 
the production of knowledge?

#CARE
How can the issue of care be addressed so 
that it links self-care with care for each other 
within a greater community and extend to 
our non-human environment? This examina-
tion will take into account nature and ecology 
as well as reproduction and sexuality, analyz-
ing them and attempting to reinvent them in 
light of feminist, queer and post-humanist 
theories.

#RESISTANCE
Forms of (artistic) expression can take on a 
wide range of community-oriented means 
and methods. How can they express oppo-
sition and bring it into action? How can they 
criticize the political, economical or social 
conditions in a community?



Zukunftstreff #BODEN  
Screening & panel discussion
Straze, Greifswald
Photo: Christin Waterstrat

Zukunftstreff #ESSEN 
Online Workshop by Peter Schmidt, För-
dergemeinschaft Ökologischer Landbau 
Berlin-Brandenburg e.V.

Artistic Direction & Curation  

dokART Zukunftstreff
Event & film series

October - December 2020 
Neubrandenburg, Germany

www.dokumentart.org/zukunft-
streff-2020

Under the umbrella of the European film 
festival dokumentART - films & future, urgent 
future issues were discussed and debated 
in the new format entitled “Zukunftstreff” 
in Neubrandenburg and other locations in 
Mecklenburg-Vorpommern from October to 
December 2020. The focus was put on top-
ics that affect the near future of people, here 
and elsewhere. We live in times of perma-
nent change: climate change, digitalization, 
globalization and, most recently, we are all 
affected to a greater or lesser extent by the 
impact of the Corona pandemic. We were 
asking: What drives people in the region, 
what wishes, hopes and doubts do they 
have, in the context of social interaction, job 
market opportunities, the political mood in 
the immediate vicinity and with a view to the 
future? With one serious and one laughing 
eye we wondered: Can we still be saved?! 
At the same time, we wanted to also look at 
the bigger picture: What projects are there 
elsewhere to learn from, what voices can 
and should be heard more and how can we 
acquire new knowledge and practice and 
where can we find supporters? The program 
of the Zukunftstreff 2020 focused primarily 
on two aspects that are currently particularly 
relevant when thinking about the future: 
sustainability, as well as social interaction 
and communication with a focus on today’s 
Generation Z on the one hand and specifi-
cally the border region of MV and Poland on 
the other. 

All themes of the series were translated into 
programs of live screenings of interview-films 
made by the dokART Team and feature 
documentary films, panel discussions, and 
workshops:

1. Zukunftstreff
#ESSEN
Latücht Kino, Neubrandenburg

2. Zukunftstreff
#BODEN
STRAZE, Greifswald

3. Zukunftstreff
#LERNEN
KJR Café 3K & Goethegymasium Demmin

4. Zukunftstreff
#PRODUZIEREN
online / Neustrelitz



Opening Ceremony
CineStar, Neubrandenburg
Photo: Carsten Büttner

Panel discussion with filmmakers 
Latücht Cinema, Neubrandenburg
photo: Pablo David Rojas

Co-Director 

dokumentART – films & future
European Film Festival
28th edition, 2019

October 15 - 20, 2019
Neubrandenburg, Germany

www.dokumentart.org
Programme brochure:
https://tinyurl.com/y3mr64sr

In October 2019 the dokumentART film 
festival celebrated its 28th edition. With over 
80 international documentaries, short feature 
films and animations, dokument-ART – films 
and future is one of the most important cul-
tural events for both the city of Neubranden-
burg and the entire region of Mecklenburg-
Vorpommern. This year the festival focussed 
not just on film art but also on future issues, 
and environmental sustainability in particular.

With an international competition, special 
programmes, discussions, kids’ and youth 
events, as well as perspectives on eastern 
European filmmaking, the festival offered a 
broad spectrum of inspiring films that en-
courage to deal with pressing social issues:

Building on th opening film “16 Sunrises”, 
which looks at the future of humanity and 
society from a global perspective with the 
greatest possible distance, 80 documen-
taries, feature films and animations were 
digging even deeper into this year’s core 
theme: A future that has a fateful affect on 
someone because it unfolds differently than 
expected or hoped. A future we cannot 
foresee because life in the here and now 
is already (too) complex. A future that is 
simply decided for us, in which money plays 

a greater role than responsibility for the 
environment or humanity. Or a utopian future 
which seems to be more desirable than 
the present or past, in which technological 
progress will solve all our problems.

This year’s submissions, and thus the 
programme selections, reflected a broad 
spectrum of discussions on this topic. What 
all films had in common was an urgent ob-
jective and clear position, and the programm 
programme presented a rich selection of 
films with pressing messages and substan-
tial food for thought.



ephemera journal
volume 17, number 2
special issue edited by the RCA group

Research Associate  
& Co-editor

“Making Visible - Perfor-
mance, Art and Anonymity”
Sub-project of the interdisci-
plinary research project “Re-
configuring Anonymity” 

Leuphana University of Lüneburg
2016-2019

www.reconfiguring-anonymity.net

FINAL PUBLICATION:

Book of Anonymity 
Earth, Milky Way: punctum books, 2021. 
486 pages, illus. (OPEN-ACCESS e-book 
and print paperbound) 
www.punctumbooks.com/titles/book-of-
anonymity/

One of modernity’s most fundamental 
cultural formations, the way we practice and 
imagine anonymity, has recently started to 
undergo significant changes. Current and 
future media, information, identification and 
surveillance technologies transform estab-
lished concepts and practices of doing and 
undoing anonymity. While the questions 
raised by such profound changes are widely 
debated in public discourse, empirically 
grounded and theoretically complex under-
standings of the social dynamics, productiv-
ity and dangers of anonymity are surprisingly 
scarce and often lack precision. How do 
such regimes of anonymity work in daily life? 
How are they negotiated at the intersections 
of technologies, infrastructures, practices, 
and regulations? How can we understand 
the shifts in contemporary regimes of ano-
nymity? What is lost and what is gained, for 
whom?

This project was meant to be a transdiscipli-
nary endeavor bringing together social an-
thropologists, sociologists, media scientists, 
art historians and artists. Its aim was to 
produce new insights into regimes of main-
taining, modifying or abandoning anonymity 
in contemporary, hybrid online-offline worlds. 
In order to do so, the project generated a 
series of extended ethnographic case stud-
ies, ranging from the production and usage 
of social media, to the interaction between 
citizens and police, infrastructures and usage 
of banking and credit cards, and anonymity 
regimes of gamete donation in reproductive 
medicine. Furthermore, it employed new 
forms of collaborative knowledge production 
emerging from the cooperation with experts, 
programmers and artists. The resulting 
theoretical models of the transformation of 
anonymity regimes aimed at offering new 
perspectives and answers to questions 
which we are currently facing on different 
social, trans- and supra-national levels, and 
as such provide a basis for future political 
and legal engagements with the topic of 
anonymity.

The sub-project Making Visible – Perfor-
mance, Art and Anonymity (SP 5) invited a 
number of internationally renowned artists 
and groups to participate in the research 
project on regimes of anonymity in trans-
formation by creating new art projects that 
were developed alongside and in dialogue 
with the other subprojects. Its aim was to 
ask and disuss how contemporary artists 
address the notion of anonymity, and which 
aspects of anonymity current art projects 
focus on. Moreover, it explored how the 
experimental methods of art-based research 
can contribute to the interdisciplinary study 
of anonymity as a social phenomenon.



Simon Farid
“Towards an Art History of Art Gallery 
Security Guards”  
(Installation view, artist talk)
photo: Christine Raczka 

“Transformalor 
[Transformella malor 4.4.6.11.]”
Performance by Johannes Paul Raether
photo: Daniela Silvestrin

Curation

“A=ANONYM”
Exhibition

October 2018
Kampnagel, Hamburg

www.kampnagel.de/de/
programm/a-wie-anonym/
Programme brochure:
http://tinyurl.com/yxu58ter

How do contemporary regimes of anonymi- 
ty arise in hybrid online-offline worlds? How 
is anonymity modified, evaluated, defended 
or opposed and abolished? When we 
rely on networked information and data 
infrastructures, how do information, owner-
ship, transparency, privacy and anonymity 
interconnect? 
Over the course of three days, the Recon-
figuring Anonymity research group invited 
the public to discuss anonymity with experts 
from science, art, technology and activism 
under the title “A=ANONYM”, in collaboration 
with and hosted by Kampnagel - Internatio-
nale Kulturfabrik, Hamburg. In workshops, 
lectures, laboratories, forums, and an 
exhibition, the participantas enquired how 
we create or suspend anonymity today and 
what this means in political, aesthetical, and 
in social terms.

The exhibition A=ANONYM raised the ques-
tion of anonymity from the perspective of 
its supposed absence. Ubiquitous video 
surveillance, the new regimes of transpar-
ency, compulsory online data-tracking, and 
the many forms of technical identification are 
said to have eliminated anonymity,
at least in those parts of reality that have 
been touched by digital technologies. In the 
artworks presented in this exhibition, ano-

nymity was neither a given, nor a marker of 
safety and freedom. Instead, the works con-
fronted the visitors with different scenarios in 
which the construction, or the reconstruc-
tion, of anonymity has become problematic. 
This makes it possible to rethink the desire 
for achieving anonymity in the name of 
freedom, as much as to question the urge to 
repel it for reasons of safety. 

Some of the pieces in the exhibition were 
developed in the context of the research 
project “Reconfiguring Anonymity” by the 
artists who participated in this project and 
its three-year exchange with social scien-
tists: Aram Bartholl, Heath Bunting, Simon 
Farid, Parastou Forouhar, knowbotiq, and 
Johannes Paul Raether. In addition, the artist 
collectives RYBN.ORG and Bureau d‘études 
joined the project for this concluding event in 
Hamburg, offering workshop and installation 
formats that further underlined the interactive 
and exploratory methodology of the “Recon-
figuring Anonymity” project.
With regard to the overall research project, 
the exhibition also tried to show how certain 
aspects of anonymity can be addressed 
specifically through and within artistic forms 
of research. Aspects that cannot easily be 
studied in the everyday social arena, but can 
be tested, provoked and dramatized in the 
specific, semi-autonomous field of contem-
porary art. The works in the exhibition asked 
how such artistic and experimental methods 
can contribute to an interdisciplinary study 
on anonymity as a social phenomenon. It 
presented a variety of experimental situations 
through which the structure and relevance of 
anonymity can be explored.

The exhibition was curated by Daniela Silves-
trin and Andreas Broeckmann and evolved 
from the research project “Reconfiguring 
Anonymity” and its subproject “Making Vis-
ible. Performance, Art and Anonymity” (SP5), 
directed by Prof. Dr. Ulf Wuggenig and Dr. 
Andreas Broeckmann, Leuphana University 
of Lüneburg.



“Leaking. Mattering.”
Installation view 
degewo Remise Galerie, Berlin

“Wombs” (2018) 
Detail, installation view
degewo Remise Galerie, Berlin

Curation

“Leaking. Mattering.”
Solo exhibition by Margherita 
Pevere

March 1 - 23, 2018
degewo Remise Galerie
Berlin-Pankow

Margherita Pevere’s work is based on a 
profound and intuitive fascination for biologi-
cal processes, especially within the context 
of the development and application of new 
biotechnologies – a context of particular 
relevance when taking into account the 
question of how these advances affect the 
everyday life of individuals as well as their 
social, socio-political and ecological con-
cerns in the broader sense.  
In her symbiotic practice as artist-researcher 
Pevere compares scientific protocols and 
guidelines with Do-It-Yourself production 
methods, and conducts workshops to teach 
others how bacterial cellulose is cultivated. 
Organic materiality and plasticity, as well as 
the more general reference and context of 
the development and use of new biotech-
nologies, play a central role especially in 
the development of the artist’s work with 
bacterial cellulose. Always starting from a 
clear aesthetic position, Margherita Pevere’s 
multi-layered works thus engage the visitor 
in ongoing explorations, beyond the visual 
level, of qualitative and philosophical ques-
tions on the development and effects of new 
biotechnologies – contextualised within the 
tension between individual and social, inter-
human and other than human existence. 

The works presented in the exhibition Leak-
ing. Mattering. spanned the full range of the 
artist’s work over the past ten years – chart-
ing a course from her early developments to 
a new series of works produced especially 
for this exhibition. Leaking. Mattering. thus 
provided an insight into the evolution of the 
practice of the artist, her aesthetics and what 
she refers to as her “artistic handwriting”, 
while at the same time offering an outlook on 
the artist’s current work and research.



META - printed publication
under UV light

Custom designed microcontroller (left)
Aluminium case (right)

Concept development & 
co-editor

Publication project
“META. Tracing Unknown 
Knowns”
 (2018)

Developed by Mario de Vega, 
Victor Mazon Gardoqui, Daniela 
Silvestrin.
Designed by Dicey Studios (Martin 
Müller).
With contributions by Sandra Braman, 
Jaya Klara Brekke, Nicolas Bullot, Magda 
Havas, Nina Janich, Rebekka Kiesewetter, 
Selena Savic, and Nishant Shah.

Print publication:
368 pp., English & Spanish

The aim of META is to look into structures 
and dynamics of production, control and dis-
tribution of information in an era marked by 
“post-truth” and “post-factual” politics, and 
more generally by what philosopher Harry G. 
Frankfurt describes as a society character-
ized by “bullshitters”: an increasing indiffer-
ence to what is being told as long as it has 
the desired effects, thereby becoming a big-
ger threat to truth than lies (Frankfurt, 2005). 
META is meant as a platform to analyze and 
discuss methodologies of power, control 
and the manufacturing of ignorance and 
doubt in techno-scientific developments by 
zooming out and looking at various contexts, 
relations and entanglements ― thereby 
creating a META-level of each reflection. 
With its title, META is making reference to 
the Greek prefix, in English epistemologically 
used to indicate a discussion or reflection 
about its own category, “an X about an X,” a 

concept that creates distance to the subject 
itself by zooming out and providing the pos-
sibility to look at and reflect on the bigger 
picture and the relations and connections 
that the actual subject is embedded in. In 
Spanish, the title META in addition plays 
with the double meaning of “meta,” which 
here also means “goal” or “aim,” referring to 
the goals and aims behind the how, why 
and when information is given, revealed, 
manipulated or suppressed. META is a multi-
layered, publication-centered project con-
sisting of a printed publication coming with a 
technical device based on and making use 
of microwave telecommunication technology, 
and is closely connected conceptually and 
content-wise to an online plattorm and ar-
chive. The book is printed entirely with trans-
parent UV ink ― what remains invisible in 
daylight will be unveiled when using the LED 
UV-lamp on the electric device that comes 
with the book, thereby reflecting the issues 
addressed in the project both aesthetically 
and conceptually through the various media 
and formats employed.



“MIXED SIGNALS”, Jonathon Keats
installation view 
Fonderie Darling, Montréal (CA) 

“Newspaper Music” (1962) 
Performance of the Score by and with 
Alison Knowles, CNEAI= art center

Curatorial research fellow

“Art by Translation”
Post-graduate research and 
exhibition program
Paris (FR) & Montréal (CA), 
2017

www.artbytranslation.org

Initiated by École Nationale Supé-
rieure d’Arts de Paris-Cergy and 
École Supérieure des Beaux Arts 
TALM Angers, directed by Maud 
Jacquin and Sébastien Pluot, 
founding directors. Supported by 
the French Ministry of Culture.

Art by Translation is an international research 
program in art and curatorial practices direct-
ed by Maud Jacquin and Sébastien Pluot. 
Organized in sessions dedicated to specific 
research themes, this itinerant program takes 
place at different sites in Europe and North 
America and develops artistic and curatorial 
projects, discursive events and publications 
in collaboration with museums, art schools 
and universities. In each context, research 
is enriched by the contributions of interna-
tional artists, lecturers, doctoral and master’s 
students from different disciplines. 

In 2017, the participants were invited to con-
tribute to the research, curation and program 
of two major exhibitions planned at the Fon-
derie Darling in Montréal, Canada, and at the 
CNEAI= art center in Pantin / Paris, France. 
Both exhibitions were based on a histori-
cal work by Fluxus artist Alison Knowles: 
In 1967, Knowles produced The House of 
Dust, one of the first computer-generated 
poems. Each quatrain began with “A house 
of ...” followed by random sequences of ma-
terials, sites or locations, light sources, and 
categories of inhabitants. In 1969, Knowles 
translated one of the quatrains into an archi-
tectural form, which was installed in Chelsea 
and then at CalArts, where a burgeoning 
community of artists and students were cre-
ating installations, performances, concerts, 
poetry courses, and film screenings. 

The goal of the research program and exhibi-
tions in Montréal and Paris therefore was to 
examine the myriad implications of Alison 
Knowles’ major but still little known work by 
making The House of Dust a platform for 
both artistic experimentation and theoretical 
and historical reflection, with the aim to ex-
tend its generative potential into the present. 
The exhibitions retraced the history of The 
House of Dust and presented contemporary 
artists’ new interpretations of the poem-
score.

www.cneai.com/evenement/#!/article-3003
www.fonderiedarling.org/en/THE-HOUSE-
OF-DUST.html



WHEREVERYOUCANFINDIT.NET
installation view
CNEAI= art center, Pantin / Paris

Curation
WHEREVERYOUFINDIT.NET, as part of 
the exhibition The House of Dust by Alison 
Knowles.
CNEAI= art center, Pantin / Paris (FR)
September 9 - November 19, 2017

WHEREVERYOUFINDIT.NET, the project 
developed for the exhibition The House of 
Dust by Alison Knowles at the CNEAI=art 
center, took shape as a website and maked 
reference to the collaborations Alison 
Knowles had established through and for 
the architectural structure of the House of 
Dust: sound artist Max Neuhaus had been 
enlisted to create a new sound installation 
for the house, while other artists, students 
and neighbors had been invited to contrib-
ute “found objects” that would be affixed to 
the surface of the house and continuously 
change and transform its surface and look. 

Conceptually taking up this approach, the 
online platform presented specifically com-
missioned sound works, “found (sound)ob-
jects” contributed by various artists, curators, 
and and sound theorists, as well as a variety 
of additional materials by artists presented 
in the exhibition, interviews, recordings and 
texts related the project and its background, 
creating an extension of the exhibition space 
to the outside. 

Co-Curation
MIXED SIGNALS (2011-2017) by Jonathon 
Keats (US), as part of the exhibition The 
House of Dust d’Alison Knowles.
Fonderie Darling, Montréal (CA)
June 15 - August 20, 2017

Within the context of the exhibition presented 
at the Darling Foundry, MIXED SIGNALS 
considered communication with the non-
human “other,” by engaging with plants and 
potential extraterrestrial life-forms. Keats 
carefully navigated the traps involved in such 
endeavours, such as the inevitable tendency 
to anthropomorphize how these radical “oth-
ers” might perceive, empathize, or react.

Press / Web (general, selection):
• La Presse: https://tinyurl.com/y9zcgner
• Revue ex|situ: https://tinyurl.com/y8factcy
• Reportage, télévision communautaire de Montréal: 

https://vimeo.com/226180937

Curation & Moderation
Conference Other Inhabitants
June 17, 2017

A one-day discursive event elaborating 
themes of mis/communication with non-hu-
man “others” within the context of the exhibi-
tion The House of Dust d’Alison Knowles at 
the Fonderie Darling, presenting a program 
of performances and discussions with 
invited artists, and a keynote by esteemed 
anthropologist Eduardo Kohn.

“Dinner for Plants”, Jonathon Keats
installation view 

Fonderie Darling, Montréal (CA) 



STATE Festival 2016
conference 

STATE Festival 2016
Main hall of Kühlhaus - venue, Berlin

Concept development 
& “Art & Science” program 
curation

“STATE OF EMOTION - the 
sentimental machine”

STATE Experience Science Festival 
November 2016

https://state-studio.com/pro-
gram/2017/state-festival-2016

Festival Guide:
https://cutt.ly/rnbyjAe

STATE Festival 2016 on Youtube:
https://cutt.ly/Qnbyxyq

Emotions are a fundamental source of our 
most personal experiences in the world. For 
most of the history of science, emotions 
have eluded empirical study, considered 
to be too intangible and too subjective. But 
during the last decades, groundbreaking dis-
coveries and advancements in areas such 
as experimental psychology, affective neuro-
science, artificial intelligence and molecular 
biology have created a new momentum for 
research and experimentation, leading to the 
development of technologies and applica-
tions able to measure, interpret and simulate 
emotions in various ways and for a wide 
range of purposes.

STATE OF EMOTION - The Sentimental Ma-
chine took on the current state of scientific 
research and resulting technologies that 
analyzes, simulates and even taps into hu-
man emotions as a starting point of reflec-
tion, discussion and experimentation. Topics 
ranged from biological, psychological, and 
socio-cultural origins of emotions, to the 

philosophical and socio-political questions 
arising with the possibilities offered by the 
development of emotional Artificial Intelli-
gence (AI) and affective surveillance. 

The festival program not only introduced 
and gave an overview of the field, but also 
created a platform of common analysis, 
reflection, speculation and discussion 
regarding the already existing or possible 
socio-cultural and socio-political implications 
and transformations coming along with the 
newest developments. Working in close 
collaboration with different artistic, scientific 
and other communities in Berlin and bringing 
them together with international key figures 
from the sciences and humanities in the re-
search and reflection on emotions, a variety 
of approaches and points of departure were 
presented through lectures and panel dis-
cussions, art installations and performances, 
workshops and interactive formats, creating 
a wide range of possibilities for the visitors 
and participants to discover, experiment and 
interact with professionals and creatives from
various backgrounds.

STATE Festival is a melting pot for a dynamic 
new scene of curious minds that bridge dis-
ciplines in order to explore and challenge the 
boundaries of present knowledge and shape 
ideas for our future. Fostering inter-
disciplinary collaborations and a critical dia-
logue on cutting-edge research that impacts 
society, STATE Festival creates a meeting 
ground for science and the public, where 
scientific inquiry meets artistic expression: 
open, participatory and interdisciplinary.



STATE Festival 2016
Exhibition floor

STATE Festival 2016
Ruben van de Ven - installation view

Exhibition, performances & artist talks:
The festival’s exhibition and performance 
program presented a range of artists wor-
king beyond the mere conception of art as 
evoking emotions and emotional responses. 
Blurring the lines between artistic and 
scientific research, the artists, scientists, 
experimental philosophers, and researchers 
who created the festival’s installations, per-
formances and interventions deeply engage 
with cutting-edge research in the affective 
sciences, the related techno-scientific devel-
opments, and their various actual or possible 
implications on society and culture. Through 
a program with artist talks in the exhibition 
and conversations with scientists on the 
conference stages, the artists gave deeper 
insight into their research and approaches, 
offering a reflective space in which the ana-
lytic, critic and prophetic shades and hues 
of artistic expressions came into exchange 
with cutting-edge scientific research and the 
audience’s questions.

Artists:
Rose-Lynn Fisher, Margherita Pevere, 
Susanna Hertrich, Lauren McCarthy & Kyle 
McDonald, Ruben van de Ven, Tillman Ohm, 
Barbara Nordhjem & Jan Klug, Ivor Diosi, 
Jonathon Keats, Jacques-André Dupont & 
Clément Destephen, Emmanuelle Grangier, 
Vincent Bozek & Simo Vassinen, Arthur 
Elsenaar

Press / Web (general, selection):
• www.englishmaninberlin.wordpress.com/2016/11/ 

16/state-festival-berlin-the-sentimental-machine/
• www.grist.org/living/what-if-you-could-understand- 

climate-models-better-by-eating-them/
• www.abc.net.au/radionational/programs/archived/

rnafternoons/anyone-for-climate-change-sorbet/ 
8017048

• www.mpg.de/10804236/state-festival2016-emotion- 
max-planck-society

• www.video.faz.net/v/video/2016/11/video_gyarmat_ 
05112016-1608_h.mp4

STATE Festival 2016
Main hall stage - performance “Poppy N+Z”



Keynote by Matthias Gross
“Ignorance: how to know about not knowing”

Screening of “Merchants of Doubt” 
documentary by Robert Kenner (2014)

Concept development & 
curation

Symposium 
“IGNORANCE - the power of 
non-knowledge”

2nd event of the Disruption 
Network Lab program 2016 
September 2016

www.disruptionlab.org/ignorance

With:
Matthias Gross, Joanna Kempner, Jamie 
Allen, Jan Willem Wieland, Teresa Dillon, 
Karen Douglas, Martin F. Robbins, Ippolita 
group, Hannah Jane Parkinson, Vladan 
Joler.

Artists, scientists, researchers, activists and 
journalists presented and discussed ways 
and strategies to explore, unveil and unmake 
ignorance and its political, legal and social 
uses in everyday life. The second event of 
the “Art & Evidence” series by the Disruption 
Network Lab 2016 investigated the political, 
social and ethical dimensions of ignorance, 
manifested as different forms of what has 
been termed “non-knowledge”. It shed light 
on how, why and when knowledge does not 
come to be, disappears or is suppressed, 
the possible advantages and disadvantages 
related to the creation or maintenance of 
ignorance and doubt, and how the underly-
ing strategies and dynamics can be unveiled 
and unmade. 

Especially in the context of the current 
political scenario the study and closer look 
at strategies behind the deliberate creation 
and spreading of ignorance has gained more 
im-portance than ever if one wants to under-
stand the reasons for the growing 

success of populist campaigns. At the same 
time, the creation of doubts, suppression or 
selected publication of facts, and nourish-
ing of controversies is  building a constant 
background to the debates related to the 
discussions about climate change, carcino-
genic products, conduct and publication of 
scientific research results and the role and 
influence of the media in it.

A program of keynote lectures, panel discus- 
sions and a film screening presented artists, 
scientists, researchers and journalists who 
discussed mechanisms and reasons behind 
knowledge that does not come to be or is 
suppressed. Discussions centered around 
the political, strategic and social uses of 
creating ignorance in social and everyday life 
through the manipulation and suppression 
of facts,
the creation of doubt and uncertainty, biased 
reporting of the media, or even forbidden 
knowledge that is too controversial, sensitive 
or taboo to be studied.

Videos: 
http://tinyurl.com/hbgtrqp

“Beyond Ignorance. Interview with Tatiana 
Bazzichelli and Daniela Silvestrin”: 
www.digicult.it/news/beyond-ignorance- in-
terview-with-tatiana-bazzichelli-and-daniela- 
silvestrin/



LIMEN. Ecologies of Transmission
Special edition cover

LIMEN. Ecologies of Transmission
Inside view with antenna circuit and 
plug for headphones

Conconcept development 
& co-editor

Book “LIMEN. Ecologies of 
Transmission”

Editors: Mario de Vega, Victor 
Mazon Gardoqui, Daniela Silvestrin 
Published by 17, and ñ
Berlin / Mexico City, 2016

With contributions by David L. Altheide, 
Teresa Dillon, Uwe Krüger, Timothy Morton, 
Daniela Silvestrin.
352 pp.

LIMEN takes the spectrum of human-made 
radio waves and the seeming stability of 
our contemporary societies dependent on 
instant communication as an area of explora-
tion and exposes the zones of manufactured 
ignorance in techno-scientific developments.
Building a dialogue with the artistic research 
by Mario de Vega and Victor Mazon Gar-
doqui that explores and critically addresses 
this sphere otherwise not accessible to hu-
man senses, the publication brings together 
a series of contributions and collaborations 
that address different aspects of the proli-
feration of electromagnetic signals produced 
by wireless telecommunication and other 
devices based on microwave technologies. 
The focus thereby lies on the discussion of 
their impact on human interaction as well as 
their implications for social and emotional ex-
change, their interaction with living systems 
within different ecologies, and biopolitical 
implications of governmental control over 
their use.

The publication is part of an on-going long- 
term project of hybrid nature. The research 
includes publications, wireless transmission, 
interruption and reception of information, 
the design and production of custom-
made electronic devices based on inverse 
engineering techniques, seminars, printed 
material, public space interventions, and an 
Internet platform that compiles and displays 
information about the contemporary radio 
wave sphere.

A limited edition of this publication includes 
an electronic device integrated into a special 
book cover, capable of intercepting high 
frequency radio-wave activity produced by 
wireless ICT appliances, translating it into 
an audio signal through inverse engineer-
ing methodologies that log the frequency 
range of electric signals emitted by security 
cameras, mobile phones, cordless phones, 
GPS, WiFi, Bluetooth, and other devices 
based on micro-wave and radar technology.
Coming with this special cover with sniffer 
antenna integrated in its design, LIMEN 
allows the reader to attach headphones to 
the book and access the surrounding man-
made 
electromagnetic sphere by listening to the 
changing sound-scapes created by trans-
duced WiFi, bluetooth, mobile phone com-
munication and other signals, while engaging 
with the documentation of the artistic work 
as well as texts and theoretical reflections 
presented in the publication.



FRI MAY 29   17:00-21:30

In this video interview Franco Berardi “Bifo” presents the work of Antonio Caronia through their 
shared political engagement and personal friendship. By refl ecting on this common path, 
Franco Berardi describes the Italian background of the last thirty years of political movements, 
from the 1977 revolution, and the Italian Cyberpunk, to the movements of today. 

The Cyborg is an existential subject that has decided to get organised into a political party to ensure 
cyborgs’ rights and give dignity to their worldview. This is one of the fi rst video-propaganda that traces the 
existential philosophy and politics of this neo-human subject. 

A restless incongruous montage of syncretic concepts and polyphonic interventions. This 
presentation focuses on the issue of identity construction as a way to refl ect critically on the 
transformations of politics, society and media culture. Massimo Canevacci and Francesco 
Warbear Macarone Palmieri trace links between technology, pleasure, sexuality, and political 
engagement in society, setting up the discourse on a poliphonic ethnography.

From VNS Matrix, Gashgirl, Doll Yoko, to aliens, cyborgs, provisional subjects and “monster mash”, 
Francesca Da Rimini and Virginia Barratt refl ect on what “cybernetic organisms” mean today, when 
we experience hybrid conditions of being, our blood and fl esh intertwined with big data, intrusive 
technospaces, and increasing domains of surveillance. 

This panel refl ects on the art of dismantling power structures by creating unexpected 
interventions, often based on the deconstruction of language and technology, and by using 
disguise, playfulness and provocation as tactics. What is ambiguous can express hidden 
confl icts in politics and society, making identity the main vehicle of new imaginations. 

According to Ray Kurzweil, the leading fi gure of the transhumanist movement, 2045 is supposed to be 
the year in which humanity will fi nally have overcome its physical limitations. In this panel the background 
as well as the visions and preoccupations connected to the possibilities given through the new 
biotechnologies — i.e. to become a immortal cyborg — will be discussed. 

A journey on the roots of Italian Cyberpunk, crossing video, tech, politics, arts, music, electronic tones, 
provocations and all the possible disruptions related to the start of this adventure in Sicily.

17:00-17:40 - Introducing The Cyborg 16:00-16:15 - Video: Cyborg Party of Freakland

18:00–19:30 - Keynote: Ubiquitous Identities

16:15-17:30 - Keynote: Hexing the Alien

20:00-21:30 - Panel: Deconstructing Confl icts

18:00-20:00 - Panel: From Cy-borg to Bio-borg - transhumanist visions reviewed

22:30 - After-Conference with Open Mic

20:30-21:30 - Live Cinema + Q&A

Franco “Bifo” Berardi (sociologist and philosopher, IT, video contribution) introduced by 
Tatiana Bazzichelli (Director of the Disruption Network Lab, IT/DE)

Short Video by Giacomo Verde (artist and activist, IT)

Massimo Canevacci (cultural anthropologist, IT/BR), moderated by Francesco Warbear 
Macarone Palmieri (socio-anthropologist, cultural producer, DJ, IT/DE)

Francesca Da Rimini /Doll Yoko (artist and cyberfeminist, AU), and Virginia Barratt (artist, performer and 
cyberfeminist, AU), moderated by Magdalena Freudenschuss (gender theory researcher, DE)

Helena Velena (trans/gender hacktivist, artist and technologist, IT), Janez Janša (artist and 
curator, SI), Agnese Trocchi (artist and hacktivist, IT), moderated by Tatiana Bazzichelli

Jack Halberstam (theorist on gaga feminism and queer failure, USA), Christopher Coenen (researcher, 
DE), Stefan Greiner (co-founder of Cyborg e.V., artist and researcher) moderated by Daniela Silvestrin 
(curator and project manager, Disruption Network Lab)

at Vierte Welt Kollaborationen, 

by Mariano Equizzi (fi lmmaker, IT/BG) and Paolo Bigazzi Alderigi (sound designer, IT)

SAT MAY 30    16:00-21:30

More Information: www.disruptionlab.org
Tatiana Bazzichelli (Artistic Director & Curator) tbazz@disruptionlab.org
Daniela Silvestrin (Curator & Project Manager) daniela@disruptionlab.org
Kim Voss (Production & Social Media) kim@disruptionlab.org

Funded by Hauptstadtkulturfonds

Cooperation Partner:

Supported by: Technology Sponsor: Media Partners:

In collaboration with

Zentrum Kreuzberg, Kottbusser Tor, 1. Floor.

C Y B O R G H A C K T I V I S T S ,  F R E A K S
&  H Y B R I D  U P R I S I N G S

disruptionlab.org/cyborg   
@disruptberlin   #dnl    
/disruptionlab 

�
� 
�

Panel “From Cy-borg to Bio-borg”
Studio 1, Kunstquartier Bethanien, Berlin

Curation 

Panel “From Cy-borg to Bio-
borg. Transhumanist visions 
reviewed”

Disruption Network Lab 2015
“CYBORG: Hacktivists, Freaks and 
Hybrid Uprisings” 
May 2015

www.disruptionlab.org/cyborg

With: Jack Halberstam, Christopher Coenen, 
Stefan Greiner.
Curated and moderated by Daniela Silvestrin.

According to Ray Kurzweil, 2045 is sup-
posed to be the year in which humanity will 
finally have overcome its physical limitations. 
Kurzweil is the leading figure of the transhu-
manist move- ment which wants to bring 
humanity even beyond the known concept 
of the Cyborg as a hybrid organism between 
human and machine. The new biotechnolo-
gies, nanotech- nology, Artificial Intelligence 
Studies, rejuvena-ting and other technolo-
gies are bringing us closer and closer to 
where Cyborgs wanted to get to (but were 
still struggling with human limitations)—en-
hanced bodily and sensory capabilities, 
perfect beauty, and mostly, to be freed from 
death as the ultimate burden of humanity. 
What does human enhancement mean for 
the bio-economy? What ethical and biopoliti-
cal questions do we have to deal with when 
we want to create or rather become immortal 
super-humans with perfect genes and 
features, and what does this say about us? 
In this panel the background as well as the 
visions and preoccupations connected to 
the possibilities given through the new bio-
tech- nologies—i.e. to become a immortal 
cyborg—were discussed.

Video:
http://youtu.be/l4J5MV7AsJ0

The second Disruption Network Lab event 
was built around the international book 
launch of “The Cyborg: A Treatise on the 
Artificial Man”, written by political Sci-Fi 
theorist Antonio Caronia (Genoa, 1944 – 
Milan, 2013), published by Meson Press / 
Hybrid Publishing Lab, Leuphana University 
of Lüneburg. Starting from Caronia’s book 
and going beyond it, the analysis culminated 
discussing the most recent frontiers of 
biotechnology and trans-
humanism.

The Disruption Network Lab takes shape 
through a series of conference events at 
Studio 1, Kunstquartier Bethanien in Berlin. 
Its goal is to present and generate new pos-
sible routes of social and political action with-
in the framework of hacktivism, digital culture 
and information technology, focusing on the 
disrup- tive potential of artistic practices. It 
works as a conceptual and practical zone 
where artists, hackers, activists, networkers, 
whistle-blowers and critical thinkers enter into 
a dialogue.



STATE Festival 2014 
Festival opening, Alte Münze, Berlin

STATE Festival 2014
“Forum” - panel discussion

Curation 

“Art & Science Forum”

“STATE of TIME“
Experience science festival Part of 
the conference program October / 
November 2014

https://state-studio.com/pro-
gram/2018/state-festival-2014

The STATE Forum offered a platform for 
critical dialogue and discussion. A selection 
of international initiatives, artists, scientists, 
and professionals working in this field ex-
plored the aims, challenges, and motivations 
in toeing the line between art and science 
in two panel discussions and a keynote 
lecture.

Program:

PANEL “When artists and scientists meet 
- artistic research, approaches and endeav-
ours in the scientific worlds”
With: Jenny Michel, Barbara Stracke, Alistair 
McClymont, Luca Pozzi, Daniele Oriti. 
Moderated by Daniela Silvestrin.

KEYNOTE “Creative Collisions between 
Science and Art: The Science Gallery Story” 
Keynote speaker: Michael John Gorman 
Moderated by Regine Rapp.

PANEL “Where Art and Science meet - on 
creating a Third Culture”
With: Carsten Hucho, Sibylle Anderl, Chris-
tian de Lutz, Joanna Hoffmann.
Moderated by Teresa Dillon.

STATE Festival’s aim is to inspire new forms 
of science outreach and to act as a platform 
for interdisciplinary collaboration between 
scientists and artists. The program contains 
scientific talks, interactive installations, a 
short-film competition, panel discussions, 
workshops, and performances.

Festival Guide:
www.issuu.com/statefestival/docs/state_
program_single



Artist talk & discussion
Art Laboratory Berlin, Berlin

C-LAB - Installation view 
Art Laboratory Berlin, Berlin

Curation 

“Towards Synthetic Biology: 
Do-It-Yourself Bioart”
with artist collective C-LAB 

In collaboration with Art Laboratory 
Berlin
August 2013 & September 2014

www.artlaboratory-berlin.org

New biotechnologies and molecular biology, 
especially synthetic biology, have been 
integrated into the range of artistic practices 
since some time already, going beyond the 
mere act of commenting and representing 
the respective aesthetics and practices from 
a distance only. Today, artists increasingly 
swop their studios with labs in order to gain 
experience in the work with life as excep-
tional and sublime material, often develop-
ing scientifically highly complex and deeply 
reflective projects, but from an artist’s point 
of view. This way of learning-by-doing, im-
provising, and thinking “out of the box” is not 
only characteris-tic for so-called “bioartists” 
but also for the continuously growing scene 
of biohackers worldwide. This DIY movement 
started to do biomolecular experiments in 
private spaces, with the necessary techno-
logical equipment and chemical substances 
bought on the internet. A growing scene is 
meeting through online forums, organized 
workshops and festivals all over the world, 
creating a mix of awe and unease in those 
witnessing these developments. In times of 
recurrent warnings of virus outbreaks and 
terror attacks, the potential for misuse of 
modern biotechnologies creates fears, while 
at the same time the democratization of 
technologies and knowledge can also lead 
to new impulses for science and research, 
and enrich public debate and awareness.

Artist Talk & discussion 
24th August 2013

Art Laboratory Berlin invited to an artist talk 
with the artist collective C-LAB (UK) and the 
biohacker Rüdiger Trojok (Berlin)–an event 
conceptualized and presented by Desiree 
Förster and Daniela Silvestrin.
The artists Laura Cinti and Howard Boland, 
together forming the collective C-LAB, gave 
insight into their artistic practice, which 
includes experiments with techniques of 
synthetic biology. After that the Berlin-based 
biohacker Rüdiger Trojok presented the 
do-it-yourself biohacking scene and the 
possibilities and limits of bringing biotech-
nologies into private spaces. By combining 
different perspectives and areas of knowl-
edge this event offered the possibility for 
exchange, discussion and imagination with 
regard to the ethical and aesthetic examina-
tion of art on the intersection with science 
and research.



Workshop, 1st day
Art Laboratory Berlin, Berlin

Workshop, 2nd day
Art Laboratory Berlin, Berlin

What sounds quite abstract and highly tech-
nological was explained and taught step by 
step by both Howard Bowland form C-LAB 
and Rüdiger Trojok, and later with the help of 
volunteers from the university’s chemistry 
lab. At the end of the workshop, which took 
place partly in Art Laboratory’s project room 
and partly in the university’s chemistry lab 
used by the iGEM team, the results were 
presented and discussed in detail, also in 
their implication and regarding the role that 
art and design can play in the experimen-
tation and testing of such new practices. 
Following the closed workshop, the event’s 
last afternoon was dedicated to an open 
“science café”, opening up the discussion to 
a bigger audience and crowd to talk about 
both the results of the workshop and other 
art&science projects that were presented in 
this occasion.

Workshop and Science Café 5th-
7th September 2014

From September 5th to 7th 2014, C-LAB 
was invited again to Art Laboratory Berlin to 
give the workshop “Synthetic Biology and 
Art”. A total of 18 people coming from vari-
ous backgrounds and disciplines—like visual 
arts, design, biosciences, literature, IT, and 
others—took part in this event, which had 
been 
organized in cooperation with the iGEM 
Team of the Technical University Berlin and 
the biohacker Rüdiger Trojok.
Over the course of three days the partici-
pants were introduced to the basics of syn-
thetic biology and got acquainted with the 
related techniques and technologies, such 
as the polymerase chain reaction (PCR) and 
gel electrophoresis, in order to “get their 
hands dirty” and connect the DNA of e.coli 
bacteria with fluorescent markers and make 
them glow in different colors. 

Worskhop, 3rd day - “Science Café” 
Relais de Savanne, Berlin



Panel discussion
transmediale festival “afterglow”, 2014

“Ecosystem of Excess” - Installation view
Schering Foundation Gallery, Berlin

Curation & moderation

Panel “An Ecosystem of 
Excess”

Part of the conference program 
of the transmediale festival 2014 
“afterglow”. 

With: Pinar Yoldas, Heather Davis, Jennifer 
Gabrys, Bernd Scherer.
Curated and moderated by Daniela Silves-
trin.

Starting from Pinar Yoldas’ project An Eco- 
system of Excess and her artistic approach 
through speculative design and biology, this 
panel analyzed and discussed the impact 
on what is commonly called “nature”, and 
the term’s ontological crisis. In her exhibition, 
pla-stics were the starting point for thinking a 
new speculative evolution. Plastics radically 
change the environment and ecological foot-
print humans are leaving on the planet, and 
in big part contribute to the ecological turn 
that we are experiencing as one symptom 
of the Anthro- pocene. But plastic seems 
to even have be- come a natural force of its 
own, unstoppable, invading every space, 
eliminating and ousting bit by bit the life that 
had been inhabiting those spaces before. 
Do plastics have their own agenda? If so, 
what do we find if we study the ethology of 
plastics? The ubiquity of plastic, mostly in 
the form of trash, is creating a new kind of 
“nature” and therefore “environment”, which 
was used as a starting point to rethink the 
term and its meaning today, as well as the 
geopolitical and ethical thinking related to 
it. In an attempt to overcome old habits of 
thought, the panelists reflected on possible 
ways of where to position ourselves in rela-
tion to other humans as well as nonhumans 
in these “next” or “post-natural” landscapes.

www.transmediale.de/content/panel-an-
ecosystem-of-excess

Video:
www.youtube.com/
watch?v=WBxYVRoDEBg

Publication for Aksioma Gallery, Ljubljana 
(PDF or Print-on-Demand): 
http://aksioma.org/Daniela-Silvestrin-Fu-
tures- in?lang=en

transmediale 2014 proposed the post-digital 
moment of ‘afterglow’ as a diagnosis of the 
current status of the digital hovering between 
‘trash and treasure’. afterglow conjures up 
the ambivalent state of digital culture, where 
what seems to remain from the digital revolu-
tion is a paradoxical nostalgia for the futuristic 
high-tech it once promised us but that is 
now crumbling in our hands. The challenge 
that this moment poses is how to use that 
state of post-digital culture between trash 
and treasure as a still not overdetermined 
space from which to invent new speculative 
thought and practice.



Master thesis project: 
interview series “Dialogues on 
Bioart”

Published on the online platform and 
magazine Digicult (in english & italian) 
www.digicult.it

A series of onterviews reflecting topics and 
issues discussed in my thesis with curators, 
artists, cultural workers and other professio-
nals that deal with “Bioart” in different ways 
and have been working in this field for years. 
The interviews present them and their work, 
and shed light on their various viewpoints 
on and relevant experiences with the issues 
being addressed in so-called “Bioart” works 
and projects, placing them into the larger 
context of artistic, art historical, curatorial, 
philosophical, sociopolitical analysis.

http://www.digicult.it/en/news/dialogues-on- 
bioart-1-a-conversation-with-jens-hauser

Master of Arts
“Visual Arts and Curatorial 
Studies” 

Nuova Accademia di Belle Arti
Milan, Italy
www.naba.it

NABA, Nuova Accademia di Belle Arti, is 
an internationally renowned art and design 
acade-my located at the center of Milan’s 
world-famous design scene.

January 2010 - July 2012

NABA’s two-year MA in Visual Arts and 
Curato- rial Studies is the only program in 
Europe
that combines a solid education in visual arts 
production with highly specialized curato-
rial training. Students explore visual culture, 
visual arts and performance, exhibition 
design, con- temporary art management, 
curatorial studies, and art criticism, as well 
as arts writing and communication, partici-
pating in a wide range of laboratory projects 
that allow them to engage directly with artists 
and curators of international standing.

Completed courses (selection): 
• curatorial studies
• photography
• graphic design
• art history
• philosophy
• theorie and methodology of mass media
• museology
• exhibition design

Master thesis: “Dialogues on Bioart” 
Diploma: full marks, cum laude



“farbcode:münchen”
installation view

Curation

Exhibition 
“farbcode:münchen”

WhiteBOX e.V. 
Munich, Germany 
www.whitebox-ev.de

September 2009

From painting to video works and site-
specific objects and installations, 
“farbcode:münchen” presented a variety 
of different artistic approaches, styles and 
positions reflecting the question: Is there a 
specific way in which Munich-based artists 
work with color today? Artist movements 
like Spur or Geflecht were born in Munich; 
personalities like Karl Fred Dahmen, Günther 
Fruhtrunk, Helmut Sturm and the current 
professors teaching at the Munich Academy 
of Fine Art are shaping and influencing the 
art and artists in the city.

The composition of very divers artistic 
positions presented in this exhibition shed 
light on their differences and characteristic 
tehniques, without claiming to represent or 
define a “Munich school”, but rather calling it 
into question.

Artists: 
Barbara Bernrieder, Isabelle Dyckerhoff, 
Bruno Kuhlmann, Yoshiyuki Miura, Michaela 
Rotsch, Gotlind Timmermanns, Bernd 
Weber, Matthias Wurm 



Other

Jury
Media art exhibition “Monitoring”, 
39. Kasseler DokFest, 2022

Jury
Art contest “Future Working Worlds”, organ-
ized by Wissenschaft im Dialog / Bun-
desministerium für Bildung und Forschung 
(BMBF), 2017

Jury
Category „Untitled“ (Art & Science)
Fast Forward Science Video Contest 2015
8th Forum of Science Communication

Jury
Category “Best Art/Science Hack”
Science Hack Day Berlin
October 2014 

Talks / presentations 
(selection)

2018
Interfaces of Artistic Research
Daniela Silvestrin & Andreas broeckmann
Symposium “Throwing Gestures”
@Kunstquartier Bethanien, Berlin

Artistic Research as Kaleidoscopic 
Knowledge Production
Technosphärenklänge #6: Lectures and 
Talks
@House of Worlf Cultures, Berlin

2017
Ecologies of Transmission: Electro-
magnetic Agency in the Anthropocene
Symposium “Agents in the Anthropocene: 
Trans/disciplinary Practices in Art and Design 
Education Today” 
@Piet Zwart Institute / Willem de Kooning 
Academy, Rotterdam University (NL)

2016
Ecologies of Transmission. Art as 
Radar in the Age of Lived Electro-
magnetism
Symposium “Frequency Affects” 
by Labex Arts H2H project ‘La fabrique des 
arts sonores’  / Université Paris 8
@Centre Pompidou Metz (FR)

Ecologies of Transmission. Artistic 
explorations of the taboos and secrets 
in today’s lived electromagnetism
Conference of the 10th Audiovisual Arts 
Festival “TABOO - TRANSGRESSION - 
TRANSCENDENCE in Art & Science”
@Ionian University, Corfu (GR)

Publications (selection)

Humane Methods [∑XHALE]. On 
Perceptual Transformation
In: CTM Magazine, May 2021 
https://www.ctm-festival.de/magazine/
humane-methods-xhale#67

Artistic Research on Anonymity
Daniela Silvestrin und Andreas 
Brockmann
In: Book of Anonymity
Anon Collective (eds)
Milky Way, Earth: punctum books (2021)

On the potential for change. The 
Play of forces in the work of Mario 
de Vega
In: Energy and the Arts 
Douglas Kahn (ed.)
MIT Press (May 2019)

Sentimental Machines
by Daniela Silvestrin & Christian Rauch
In: SOFA Magazine, #2 Cyberlove
Dec 2016

Susanna Hertrich – Körperfiktionen 
und Sinnes-Apparate 
In: DIALOGE 05. Gesellschaftswissenschaf-
ten und Kunst Magazin zur Ausstellung des 
Hessischen Landesmuseums Darmstadt 
und der Schader-Stiftung, 2016

schader-stiftung.de/fileadmin/content/ 
DIALOGE_05_Human_Upgrade.pdf

The Thrill of Riding the Wave
In: LIMEN. Ecologies of Transmission, 19-46.
Daniela Silvestrin, Victor Mazon, Mario de 
Vega (eds.)
ñ and 17, (Berlin / Mexico City, 2016)

Book review of „Experiencing the 
Unconventional. Science in Art“ 
(Published by World Scientific) 
In: Digicult - online cultural platform, 2015

digicult.it/news/theresa-schubert-and-
andrew-adamatzky-experiencing-the-
unconventional-science-in-art/

Futures in Excess
PostScriptUM #17, 2014
Publication series by Aksioma – Institute for 
Contemporary Art, Ljubljana

aksioma.org/pdf/aksioma_
PostScriptUM_17_ENG_Yoldas.pdf

An Ecosystem of Excess - Interview 
with Pinar Yoldas
In: “uncertain space - Media Art all over?” 
transmediale Magazine no. 1, 2013

issuu.com/transmediale/docs/
transmedialemagazine_01/31
?e=9279622/4869704

Challenging perception
In: Digicult - online cultural platform, 2013

digicult.it/news/challenging-perception-
sin-the-first-solo-exhibition-of-mario-de-
vega/



Work experience 
(Production, project manage-
ment, finance administration)

2021-22
Producion & tour management 
Performance “EXHALE” (2022)
Tour: Berlin, Düsseldorf, VIenna
For Fronte Vacuo, artist group

www.frontevacuo.com/works/exhale/ 

2017-18
Research Associate 
Leuphana University Lüneburg 
Reconfiguring Anonymity / Making Visible – 
Performance, Art and Anonymity

www.reconfiguring-anonymity.net

2017 
Project manager 
Symposium “Out of the Blue — From the pro-
visional to improvisation” 
Berlin Centre for Advanced Studies in Arts 
and Sciences (BAS) / UdK Berlin
Venue: House of World Cultures (HKW), 
Berlin

www.tinyurl.com/UdK-BAS

2015
Program, Operations & Finance Manager.
Disruption Network Lab 

www.disruptionlab.org

Project Coordinator 
“Eagle-Eye Photo Contest” (part of solo exhi-
bition by Trevor Paglen)
Frankfurter Kunstverein

www.photocontest-eagle-eye.org 

2012-15
Project manager 
transmediale, festival for art and digital cul-
ture, Berlin (editions 2012-2015)

www.transmediale.de 

Studies 

Visual Arts and Curatorial Studies  
Master of Arts (M.A., cum laude)
Nuova Accademia di Belle Arti, Milan, 
Italy

Art History
Ludwigs-Maximilians-University Munich, 
Germany 

Law 
Bachelor of Laws (LL.B.)
University in Hagen, 
Germany

Grants / Stipends 

2017
Art by Translation,
post-grad research and exhibition program
Initiated by École Nationale Supérieure d’Arts 
de Paris-Cergy and École Supérieure des 
Beaux Arts TALM Angers; directed by Maud 
Jacquin and Sébastien Pluot, founding 
directors. Supported by the French Ministry 
of Culture.

2015
Working and Research Grant for Visual Art
Awarded by the Berlin Senate Chancellery 
for Cultural Affairs, Germany



danielasilvestrin.info


